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Using the concept map method, this study aimed to summarize and describe patient characteristics pertinent to treatment selection for patients with personality disorders (PDs). Initial patient characteristics were derived from the research literature and a survey among Dutch expert clinicians. Concept mapping is a formalized conceptualization procedure that describes the underlying cognitive structures people use in complex tasks, such as treatment allocation. Based on expert opinions of 29 Dutch clinicians, a concept map was generated that yielded eight domains of patient characteristics, i.e., Severity of symptoms, Severity of personality pathology, Ego-adaptive capacities, Motivation and working alliance, Social context, Social demographic characteristics, Trauma, and Treatment history and medical condition. These domains can be ordered along two bipolar axes, running from internal to external concepts and from vulnerability to strength concepts, respectively. Our findings may serve as input for the delineation of algorithms for patient-treatment matching research in PD.
Effective psychotherapies for personality disorders (PDs) include a range of treatments, varying in setting (e.g., outpatient versus inpatient), duration (e.g., short-term versus long-term), format (e.g., individual versus group) and theoretical background (e.g., cognitive behavioral versus psychodynamic). This variety of treatment options raises the classical question: "What treatment, by whom, is most effective for this individual with that specific problem, under which set of circumstances?" (Paul, 1967) . To date, research has supported the effectiveness of some psychotherapeutic treatments (e.g., dialectical behavior therapy, mentalization-based treatment, and schema-focused therapy) in some PDs (e.g., borderline and avoidant PD). However, research on moderators and mediators of treatment effectiveness has not sufficiently evolved to allow for definite treatment selection guidelines (cf., Critchfield & Benjamin, 2006) . Therefore, when facing the everyday task of deciding which treatment to select for a particular patient, the clinician can only derive limited assistance from empirical research, and she/he will have to resort to clinical judgment.
Predicting and selecting the optimal treatment for a particular client is a cognitively complex task, as it involves appraising multiple treatment alternatives on multiple divergent aspects, and performing various probabilistic calculations (Denig, Witteman, & Schouten, 2002) . Several specific biases have been observed among clinicians that may lead to suboptimal treatment selection. For example, clinicians tend to conclude that the patient's problems are caused by personality factors, and in so doing underestimate the role of situational factors (Morrow & Deidan, 1992) . Furthermore, clinicians tend to consider only one treatment option per case, and consider other treatment options only after the initial selection appears to be unsatisfactory (Witteman & Kunst, 1997) . In a more general sense, ample evidence indicates that clinical judgment is suboptimal for predictive purposes, as it is vulnerable to various general cognitive biases. Two meta-analytical studies (Aegisdottir et al., 2006; Grove, Zald, Lebow, Snitz, & Nelson, 2000) have convincingly documented that statistical predictions are generally more accurate than clinical judgment in prediction.
The present study is part of a larger research program that aims to contribute to empirically based treatment selection for PD patients. While our previous work explicated clinicians' actual use of information about patient characteristics to select treatments (Van Manen et al., 2008 , 2011 , the present study aims to summarize and describe patient characteristics relevant for the selection of the optimal psychotherapeutic treatment for patients with personality disorders. In accordance with evidence based medicine, we formulated patient characteristics based on both clinical expertise and available empirical evidence (Sackett, Rosenberg, Gray, Haynes, & Richardson, 1996) .
Concept mapping is a standardized procedure for the conceptualization of a specific subject (cf. Kane & Trochim, 2006; Trochim, 1989; Trochim & Kane, 2005) , and is particularly appropriate when a concept is still in its exploratory stage as it aids the clarification of the constituent elements (Johnsen, Biegel, & Shafran, 2000; Paulson, Truscott, & Stuart, 1999) . Concept mapping combines qualitative and quantitative research strategies, and the input for the concept map can be drawn from different sources such as published research data and/or data generated by experts during a brainstorm meeting (Trochim, 1989) . The four main processes of the concept map procedure are: (1) generation of concepts by participants and/or by research data; (2) grouping together of the concepts through an 'unstructured card sort' by participants; (3) statistical analysis of the card sort using multidimensional scaling and cluster analysis; and (4) interpretation of results by participants. Concept mapping has previously been used in psychotherapy research for such diverse purposes as the description of client perspective on alliance formation (Bedi, 2006) and counselling for suicide (Paulson & Worth, 2002) , and the mapping of therapeutic common factors (Tracey, Lichtenberg, Goodyear, Claiborn, & Wampold, 2003) and coping strategies (Gol & Cook, 2004) . In this study we used the concept mapping method to describe a manageable number of patient characteristics that may serve to formulate actuarial algorithms for treatment selection research in the PD population.
method PARTICIPANTS A group of researchers and expert clinicians was selected on basis of their specific research expertise or expertise in the assessment and/or treatment of PD patients. More specifically, the first author (J. G. v. M.) compiled a list of Dutch authors who published articles or chapters on the treatment of personality disorders, treatment selection in personality disorders, or personality disorders in general. A list of 46 experts resulted, who received a letter from one of the authors (R. V.) inviting them to participate in a structured group process in order to share their knowledge on treatment selection in PD patients. This structured process consisted of two individual tasks of approximately one hour, and a 4-hour group meeting. To encourage participation, the experts received a gift voucher upon finishing the two individuals tasks (i.e., € 25 for each individual assignment) and again after the group meeting (i.e., € 250). Not all experts were able to contribute or attend timely to all three parts of the study, nor were they required to. Figure 1 displays a flow chart detailing the expert participation at each stage of the study. To ensure adequate preparation, we required the experts to complete the missed assignment even if the resulting data could no longer be included in the analyses. Seventeen experts did not respond to any of the three parts of the study, therefore 29 out of the 46 Dutch experts participated in one or more of the three different stages of the study. This number is relatively high when compared to the average range of participants for a concept map procedure (between 10 to 20 participants; Trochim, 1989) . More participants yield more information and consequently more precise results (Trochim, 1993) . The participants were between 29 and 64 years old, (M = 49.0; SD = 9.0), and reported an average of 21 years of professional experience (SD = 9.5). Most were licensed clinical psychologists (n = 15, 52%), followed by psychiatrists (n = 7, 24%), licensed psychotherapists (n = 4, 14%), and clinical researchers (n = 3, 10%). Both sexes (men n = 16, 55%; women n = 13, 45%) and major theoretical orientations were equally represented (cognitive behavioral n = 9, 31%; psychodynamic n = 9, 31%; integrative n = 11, 38%). Generation of the Concepts. The concept mapping procedure starts with the generation of a set of concepts that ideally represents the entire conceptual domain of interest (Trochim, 1989) , i.e., in this study the patient characteristics that seem of importance in the treatment selection process for PD patients. We combined two sources for the concept generation process, i.e., (1) a literature search; and (2) expert opinion. Two electronic databases (PsycINFO, PubMed) were used for the literature search into articles and chapters on treatment selection in personality disorders. Keywords used were personality disorder(s) in combination with client characteristics, patient selection, client treatment matching, patient care planning, or treatment planning. The database search was conducted in the spring of 2008 and was restricted to Dutch and English language papers published after the first of January 1990. Additional papers were identified by searching the reference list of retrieved articles. The search resulted in 55 articles or chapters. More details on the search strategy (including a reference list) can be found in an online available research report (http://repub.eur.nl/resource/pub_20870/index.html). From the selected sources 310 concepts were distilled. As Kane and Trochim describe in their guide to concept mapping, the number of concepts and their clarity to the participants are the key factors of success of the concept mapping process (Kane & Trochim, 2006) . Frequently, steps must be taken to prune and edit the retrieved concepts. Using a small group of participants or researchers for key decisions in the formulation of concepts, and using simple editing rules is generally sufficient for reducing and editing the concepts (Bedi & Alexander, 2009; Gol & Cook, 2004; Kane & Trochim, 2006) . Based on the editing rules of Kane and Trochim (2006) and Gol and Cook (2004) , six rules of concept editing were specifically formulated for the present study and applied by the first author (J. G. v. M.): (1) selecting patient characteristics only (e.g. drop other concepts like theoretical orientation of therapist); (2) eliminating duplicate concepts; (3) editing for clarity and comprehension; (4) seeking optimal specificity in the formulation; (5) equalizing the level of abstraction (e.g., use only symptoms or only diagnosis, but not both); and (6) stipulating a maximum number of concepts of 100 (manageability). When these editing rules failed to provide decisive formulation, the first author consulted a core group of concept map participants to discuss optimal formulation of the concepts. Employment of these rules resulted in 68 concepts or patient characteristics, which were subsequently sent to 46 participants by email, with the request to supplement and/or clarify the concepts. Of the 46 invited experts, 17 (37%) replied (see Figure 1 ). The suggestions of the experts were processed, which resulted in a revised list of 126 patient characteristics. The previously explicated six rules were again applied by the first author (J. G. v. M.) with help of the core group, which resulted in a third and final list of 81 patient characteristics.
Sorting and Rating of Concepts.
In the next phase, all 46 experts were invited to perform the sorting/rating tasks, to which 18 (39%) experts complied (see Figure 1 ). For the sorting and rating tasks we used a personalized web application, derived from www.conceptsystemsglobal.com. For the sorting task, the participants were instructed to group the patient characteristics in a way that makes sense to you, with the purpose of making conceptually homogeneous clusters. Restrictions on the sorting task were: (1) a patient characteristic can not be placed in a pile by itself (i.e., a pile must consist of more than one patient characteristic); (2) not all patient characteristics can be placed in one pile (i.e., more than one pile is required); (3) piles named miscellaneous and other are not allowed (i.e., piles should have some homogeneity); and (4) patient characteristics can not be sorted according to priority or importance (i.e., the patient characteristics must be grouped in some content oriented way).
As a preliminary analysis, all individual data sorts were aggregated into one data matrix, which involved two steps. First, each participant's sorting solution was put into a binary similarity matrix, with as many rows and columns as there are patient characteristics (81). A 1 is entered into the cell when the two patient characteristics were grouped together in a pile, and a 0 when they are not grouped together. Second, all individual binary similarity matrices were summed to obtain a combined group similarity matrix.
For the rating task, experts were instructed to rate the importance of each patient characteristic for the final treatment selection decision on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (absolutely not important) to 6 (extremely important).
Statistical Analysis. Two statistical procedures were sequentially performed. First, a nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) analysis was performed to represent the patient characteristics and their cohesion in a two-dimensional plane. MDS generates a spatial representation of the latent organization of a set of items based on the frequency with which the items are sorted together (Kruskal & Wish, 1978) . In other words, MDS arranges the different patient characteristics visually along axes in such a way that the distance between two patient characteristics is inversely related to the frequency of the two patient characteristics being sorted together. In MDS the gold standard is to determine the optimal number of dimensions based on diagnostic statistics, which in theory can yield as many as N -1 dimensions, where N is the number of concepts (Kane & Trochim, 2006) . However, in the concept mapping procedure it is custom to limit the solution to two dimensions (axes). The reason is that the concept map approach is less interested in determining the statistically optimal number of dimensions, but instead it places more emphasis on the interpretability of the map and its ability to portray the relations between the different items in terms of distance and proximity. Furthermore, solutions with three or more dimensions quickly become too complicated to interpret (Kane & Trochim, 2006; Kruskal & Wish, 1978) . The fit of the solution is estimated with a stress indicator. The stress indicator measures the mismatches between the MDS distances and the observed similarities in the sorted data. It ranges from 0 (no discrepancy between distances on the MDS map and observed similarities) to 1 (the distances in the MDS map have no relation to the observed similarities). According to Trochim (1993) , approximately 95% of concept mapping projects yield stress values between 0.205 and 0.365.
The second statistical analysis forms clusters of patient characteristics. A hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward's minimum variance algorithm was applied to the MDS coordinates. In this way internally consistent and nonoverlapping clusters of patient characteristics were created. The result is a cluster tree that shows step by step which patient characteristics are joined when the number of clusters decreases from 81 clusters to 1 cluster. Following Bedi (2006) three criteria to select the number of clusters were used: (1) the range of clusters should account for the richness of the information on the one hand, but should still be interpretable on the other hand (i.e., 5 to 15 clusters); (2) the cluster bridging values 1 should be low, indicating that the 1. The bridging value, ranging from 0 to 1, indicates how often a patient characteristic was sorted with others that are close to it on the map or whether it was sorted with characteristics that are farther away on the map (Concept Systems, 2003) . Low bridging values indicate a 'tight' relationship with other patient characteristics nearby, high values indicate a tendency 'to bridge' to patient characteristics all over the map. Patient characteristics with higher bridging values are more difficult to interpret. Cluster bridging value is the average of the bridging values of all patient characteristics in a cluster, and is an indicator for the homogeneousness of the patient characteristics in a cluster.
patient characteristics within the clusters were frequently sorted together, but not frequently with patient characteristics from other clusters; (3) the final cluster solution should be close to the average number of piles selected by the participants (i.e., mean +/-1 SD). All analyses were performed using the Concept Systems computer program (Concept Systems, 2003) . Importance ratings of the patient characteristics were used to calculate the mean importance of the clusters. The differences in importance between the clusters were tested with t-tests using a Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.
Trochim (1993) recommends calculating the reliability of the final concept map. We calculated the accuracy reliability as described by Jackson and Trochim (2002; Trochim, 1993) , and Bedi (2006) . Accuracy reliability is the association between each individual sort and the total group sort. It is calculated as the average of the correlations between each individual binary similarity matrix and the total group similarity matrix (Bedi, 2006) . High reliability indicates that the total group sort is a trustworthy indicator of the individual sorts. In a meta-analysis of 33 concept map studies, Trochim (1993) found a mean accuracy reliability of 0.29 (SD = 0.04), 2 Bedi (2006) found in his study an accuracy reliability of 0.45 (SD = 0.11). We compared our results with the accuracy reliability of Trochim (1993) and Bedi (2006) .
Interpretation Session. In the final phase of the concept mapping procedure, the resulting concept map was interpreted in a 4-hour meeting among the participating experts. Of the 46 invited experts, 19 (41%) took part in the interpretation session (see Figure 1) . The goal of the interpretation session was twofold: (1) interpret and name the concept map clusters, and (2) describe the underlying two axes of the concept map.
results

GENERATION OF THE CONCEPTS
As presented in Table 1 , the review of the literature and expert opinion yielded 81 patient characteristics putatively relevant for treatment selection for PD patients.
SORTING AND RATING OF THE CONCEPTS
Participants sorted the 81 patient characteristics into an average of 11 piles (M = 10.9, SD = 3.2). On a scale from one to six, the mean importance of a patient characteristic was M = 4.04 (SD = 0.84), suggesting a high overall importance of the patient characteristics. The stress value of the MDS-map was .22, indicating a satisfactory fit. First, in examining the interpretability of the initial 15 cluster solution, the authors noticed that in the step from 8 to 7 clusters 2 clusters merged that seem to have a different content. Second, the 8-cluster solution resulted in moderately low cluster bridging values, which supports the choice for 8 clusters. Finally, the 8-cluster solution lies within the range (+/-1 SD) of the average number of sorted piles. Therefore, the 8-cluster solution was chosen as final. The concept map of the final solution is presented in Figure 2 . This map is the result of the MDS analysis, the hierarchical cluster analyses, and the interpretation session with participants (results of the interpretation sessions is discussed in detail below). Clusters that are placed far apart, such as Social context and Severity of symptoms, indicate that the patient characteristics in these clusters were not sorted together very often. On the other hand, the clusters Ego-adaptive capacities and Severity of personality pathology are placed next to each other, suggesting a tight relationship between these clusters. The average bridging values for each cluster is presented in table 1. Bridging values ranged from 0.13 for the most homogeneous cluster 7 (i.e., Trauma) to 0.84 for the least homogeneous cluster 8 (i.e., Treatment history and medical condition). Table 2 shows on the diagonal the mean cluster importance and offdiagonal the statistical testing of the mutual differences in importance between the clusters. Mean cluster importance was calculated on basis of the expert importance ratings of the patient characteristics belonging to each cluster. The clusters Severity of symptoms, Severity of personality pathology, Ego-adaptive capacities, and Motivation and working alliance were rated of significantly higher importance than the clusters Social context, Social demographical characteristics, and Trauma.
The accuracy reliability for the resulting concept map was 0.56 (SD = 0.06; t 17 = 37.2, p < 0.001), indicating adequate reliability for our data.
INTERPRETATION SESSION
During the interpretation session the participants were asked to describe the clusters that had emerged from the concept mapping procedure. Below these descriptions are provided, starting at the bottom cluster in Figure 2 and proceeding anticlockwise.
The bottom cluster was named Severity of symptoms. To the experts, the content of this cluster appeared to refer to the manifestation of various mental disorders, and to the burden of these symptoms for the patient or his/ her environment. The cluster includes mainly symptoms from DSM-IV axis I-disorders such as substance abuse (76) and anxiety disorders (9).
The second cluster was named Severity of personality pathology. To the experts, the content of this cluster appeared to refer to the level of maladaptive functioning of the personality. It was judged to be a general indicator of the severity of the personality pathology. The cluster contains psychodynamic concepts such as focality of the personality pathology (28), but also diagnostic criteria according to the DSM-IV such as number of PDs and/or number of maladaptive personality traits (4), or type of PD (45).
The third cluster was named Ego-adaptive capacities, and consists of psychodynamically oriented concepts such as identity integration (44), primitive defence mechanisms (42), and attachment pattern (33). One of the participants described this cluster as follows: "Ego-adaptive capacities refer to internal processes that mediate between the demands of the internal world and the external world, such as controlling internal impulses or meeting requirements of the outside world." Although conceptually related the participants pointed to an important difference between the clusters Severity of Note. On the diagonal the averaged importance according to the participants (n = 18) of the clusters are presented. In the above diagonal elements the t-statistics are presented with df = 17, and the significance level. We used the Bonferonni correction for multiple testing resulting in more strict significance levels: * p < 0.01; ** p < 0.0018.
personality pathology and Ego-adaptive capacities. Severity of personality pathology describes a general indication of the severity of the personality pathology, while Ego-adaptive capacities describes specific conflicts and/or deficiencies in the PD patient. The fourth cluster was named Motivation and working alliance, and contains patient characteristics such as a high level of problem recognition (75), introspective and reflective capacities (20), and therapy allegiance (69). There was relatively low consensus on the interpretation of this cluster, perhaps as a result of relatively low homogeneity within this cluster and relatively high relatedness to other clusters (high cluster bridging value, see Table 1 ). According to the experts motivation for treatment refers to some degree of positive outcome expectancy due to treatment, and to the effort patients are willing to invest in the demands of treatment (in terms of time, money, psychological effort). Working alliance refers to the patient's capacity to form trusting bonds. Both concepts are considered to be mutually reinforcing.
Clusters five and six were named Social context and Social demographic characteristics. Although conceptually related, the participants pointed to important differences between these two: whereas the cluster Social demographic characteristic consists of factual information (e.g., age (17), gender (40), living conditions (55), and financial state of affairs (56)), the cluster Social context represents the patient's effort and capacities to function socially (e.g., quality of the social network or support system (5), meaningful daily activities (26)).
Cluster seven was named Trauma. It is a conceptually uniform cluster (low cluster bridging value, see Table 1 ), and to the experts, the content of this cluster appeared to refer to traumas and emotional neglect in the present and/or past. The information appeared to be not only factual, but there also seems to be information about the perception of the patient. Patient characteristics belonging to this cluster are, for instance, history of being bullied (43), parental divorce in infancy (67), and continuing and/or actual traumatic circumstances (47).
The eighth and final cluster was named Treatment history and medical condition. It consisted of heterogeneous patient characteristics, as is evident from the high cluster bridging value (see Table 1 ). The experts described it as follows: "treatment history in terms of kind of treatment, duration of treatment and the final treatment effect, and medical conditions which can interfere with treatment."
According to the experts, the concept map in Figure 2 appeared to reveal two underlying dimensions or axes. One axis ranges from cluster Severity of personality pathology to Social demographic characteristics. Clusters in the lower right corner are internal structures or processes in the patient, whereas clusters in the high left corner are external variables, e.g., situational and environmental characteristics. This axis is therefore called the internal-external axis. The other axis runs orthogonal to the previous axis, i.e., it moves from the cluster Treatment history and medical conditions towards the space between the two clusters Social context and Motivation and working alliance. Participants argued that in the lower left corner Vulnerability clusters are depicted that may be associated with slower change processes. In the upper right corner Strength clusters are depicted that are often considered predictors for favorable treatment outcome and a relative quick recovery. Hence, this axis is called the vulnerability-strength axis.
dIscussIon Drawing on clinical expertise and a literature review, we used the concept map method to summarize and describe patient characteristics pertinent to treatment selection for patients with personality disorders. We started out with a comprehensive set of 81 patient characteristics deemed potentially relevant for such decisions. Using sorting and rating assignments and statistical techniques, a concept map emerged that reduced the total number of patient characteristics to eight meaningful clusters. This final concept map had a satisfactory fit (stress = 0.22), adequate reliability, and yielded the following set of clusters of patient characteristics: (1) Severity of symptoms; (2) Severity of personality pathology; (3) Ego-adaptive capacities; (4) Motivation and working alliance; (5) Social context; (6) Social demographic characteristics; (7) Trauma; and (8) Treatment history and medical condition.
The two bipolar dimensions underlying the eight clusters of patient characteristics, i.e., internal versus external and strength versus vulnerability, suggest that there are at least two major criteria to be considered when selecting empirically based treatments for PD patients. First, the patient should be examined in terms of the amount of emotional pressure or stress she/he can tolerate (dimension vulnerability-strength). Possibly, this dimension may help decide whether the patient needs a primarily stabilizing or supportive treatment or, alternatively, may profit more from a primarily destabilizing or confrontational/expressive treatment. The concept of the supportive-expressive continuum is often used to describe different psychodynamic interventions, and is empirically based on the data of the Psychotherapy Research Project of the Menninger Foundation (Wallerstein, 1989) . Expressive therapy is primarily focused at relational and conflict issues, and is targeted toward enhancing the patient's cognitive and emotional understanding of his or her symptoms (Leichsenring & Leibing, 2007; Winston, 2003) . In supportive therapies, the establishment of a helping alliance is regarded as a central component and the treatment is directed toward improving stability of the patient's psychological structure, a sense of self, and relationships (Leichsenring & Leibing, 2007; Winston, 2003) . Hypothetically, the distinction between supportive/ stabilizing or expressive/destabilizing can describe different psychotherapies for personality disorders. For example, dialectial behavior therapy (Linehan, 1993) can be classified as a relatively supportive and stabilizing treatment because of its highly structured program that emphasizes teaching specific skills and its focus on motivational factors, empathy, validation, and active therapeutic support. Transference focused psychotherapy (yeomans, Clarkin, & Kernberg, 2002) , on the other hand, might be categorized as relatively expressive and destabilizing as it uses more confrontational techniques (e.g., analysis of the transference), and provides less support when stress levels are increased or self-destructive behaviors have to be managed by the patient him/herself. A viable hypothesis for further research would be that more vulnerable patients are better off in supportive/stabilizing treatments, whereas patients with more strength characteristics benefit more from expressive/destabilizing treatments. This reasoning is in line with Gabbard (2005) , who suggests that indicators for an expressive psychotherapy are characteristics such as a strong motivation to understand and good impulse control, while indicators for a supportive therapy are characteristics such as chronic ego weakness. The second bipolar dimension, i.e., external versus internal, may suggest that it is worthwhile to examine whether the interventions should be primarily focused on systemic problems, such as family problems or lack of social support, or individual problems, such as mental states and symptoms. Whether these conjectured patient-treatment matches translate to enhanced treatment outcomes may be investigated in further research, e.g., in matchmismatch designs.
The selected patient characteristics were considered of differential importance to the experts. Severity of symptoms, Severity of personality pathology, Ego-adaptive capacities, and Motivation and working alliance were considered of higher importance than the characteristics Social context, Social demographic characteristics, and Trauma. These results are consistent with an earlier study focusing on the relationship between pre-treatment patient characteristics and the final treatment allocation in a PD patient population (Van Manen et al., 2011) . This study revealed several patient characteristics to be associated with treatment allocation, i.e., symptom distress, cluster C personality pathology, level of identity integration, motivation, treatment history, parental responsibility, and age. The similarities in patient characteristics between the present and earlier study underline the potential value for the treatment selection process of patient characteristics such as Severity of symptoms, Severity of personality pathology, Ego-adaptive capacities, and Motivation and working alliance. However, one difference between both studies is remarkable. According to the experts in the present study, Social context and Social demographic variables are less important, while in the earlier study a social demographic variable, i.e., having parental responsibility for children, was the strongest predictor of actual treatment allocation in daily practice. These contradicting results may be explained by the tendency of clinicians to underestimate the influence of practical variables, such as driving distance to the treatment center, insurance status, or work and family situations.
In this program of research, which aims at developing algorithms for treatment selection in a PD population, several further empirical studies are to be considered. First, to derive starting values (i.e., weights) for the specification of an actuarial treatment allocation algorithm, one might inspect existing datasets to derive post-hoc matching relations between the clusters of patient characteristics, treatment allocation, and subsequent treatment outcome. Of note, the clusters need not to have the same status in the algorithm. While some of the patient characteristics appear to be crucial ingredients to case formulation (e.g., Severity of personality pathology, Ego-adaptive capacities, and Motivation and working alliance), other characteristics (e.g., Social demographic characteristics) appear more like screeners that a priori constrain the available options for selection. Second, one might prospectively test the treatment utility of such an actuarial algorithm by randomly assigning patients to either the algorithm or treatment selection as usual.
A major strength of this study was the systematic step-by-step procedure of the concept elicitation procedure as well as the relatively high number of participants in the concept map procedure. However, our analysis also has several limitations. First, the current solution is representative for the Dutch situation in mental health care, which is characterized by a wide variety and availability of modalities of psychotherapy. For example, in the Netherlands long-term outpatient, day hospital, and inpatient psychotherapies are still reimbursed by insurance companies, whereas in many other countries they are not. Thus, it is recommended to try to replicate this study in other countries. Second, the concept map method depends on clinician self-report in retrospect, thereby possibly introducing pre-existing theoretical notions or beliefs rather than empirical facts. Therefore, our results should be regarded as a first step toward empirically based treatment selection. Clearly, further research is needed to investigate to what extent use of the presented concepts yields more effective treatment selection.
In conclusion, this study revealed eight clusters of patient characteristics and two overarching dimensions deemed useful for selecting optimal psychotherapeutic treatments for patients with PD. The found patient characteristics can serve as input for research on treatment selection algorithms, and their effectiveness, which may bring empirically based treatment selection for PD patients one step closer. 
